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QUESTION 1

A merchant wants to download a list packing slips, However, when the merchant tries to download the packing slips for
a set of orders, there are no slips included for many of the orders they selected. 

What does the merchant need to do to get packing slips for all of their orders? 

A. Create invoices for all of the selected orders. 

B. Specify the staff member who will pack the order 

C. Assign the orders to a specific warehouse 

D. Create shipments for all of the selected orders 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A merchant wants to disable returns for final sale products. On the product the merchant configures Enable RMA to No. 

How does this setting impact RMA request? 

A. The product no longer appears on the list of products on the RMA form, even if it was ordered before Enable RMA
was set to No. 

B. Any order which contains this product will become ineligible for RMA. 

C. Only customers who placed their order after Enable RMA was set to No will be unable to return this product. 

D. For all orders, the product will appear on the list of items on the RMA form, but cannot be selected. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Your merchant marketing tea wants to add new CM Block, they have already created before their header showcasing a
new promotion. They have an internal developer who a unfamiliar with Magento and have asked for guidance on the
quickest way to implement this. 

What recommendation do you make to add the CMS Block before the Header? 

A. In design configuration, populate the Additional CMC Content field with the me new CMS Block. 

B. This can only be done with a code change to the theme followed by a deployment. 

C. Create a new CMS Static Block Widget and assign it to a layout update container. 

D. On a new category, set the Display mode to static block only and populate the Add CMS Block field with the new
CMS Block. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are helping a merchant design a loyalty program for customer who have placed over $10,00 worth of orders. The
program will automatically give those customers a 10% discount on each future order. The merchant is using Magento
Commerce and would like to avoid customizing Magento. 

Which two Magento features do you use to set up this loyalty program? Choose 2 answers 

A. Customer Groups 

B. Shopping Cart Price Rules 

C. Catalog Price Rules 

D. Customer Segments 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

A merchant team using Magento Commerce updates dozens of product every prices every Sunday morning in the
admin. They would like to speed up the process. 

How is this done? 

A. Create an import file then use the drag and drop feature to upload the file in the admin in Catalog > Products 

B. Update the prices on the Quick update form, and configure a Scheduled update to change all the prices at the
appropriate time. 

C. In Catalog > Products, select an the applicable products select update Attributes m the dropdown, and then update at
the prices once 

D. Add a scheduled import configure it to run at the appropriate time, and crease an import specified file directory. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A Merchant has purchased an extension from the Marketplace and it needs to be instated on production. 

Which three steps do you recommend the merchant? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Contact the extension vendor so they can enable the extension on the production environment. 

B. Contact Magento Support so they can enable fine extension on me production environment 
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C. Magento Support so they can enable the extension on the production environment. 

D. Check the extension in a staging environment. 

E. Check the extension in a production environment. 

F. Follow the installation instructions provided by the extension vendor. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 7

A merchant selling tools want a specialized shop for a specific profession. It requires a different category structure and a
subnet of products. 

How do you set up a specialized shop in Magento in addition to the main store? 

A. Create a new store with its own root category and store view within the same. Assign products to the store view 

B. Create a new website, store, and store and keep the same category. Assign the required categories and products to
the website. 

C. Create a new store view with its own root category within the main store. Assign products to the new categories tree 

D. Create a new website with one store and its own root category and one store view Assign the required products to
the new website. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A merchant selling furniture on their Magento site wants to expand their catalog and begin selling televisions. They want
to make the technical specifications for each television model visible in tan on the product page. 

What two actions are required? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. List the product specifications in the product description 

B. Use the default attribute set and create new attributes as needed 

C. Create a new attribute set for televisions, 

D. In the product specification attributes, set Visible on Catalog Pages on Storefront to yes. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

A merchant has set the visibility of a configurable product to Not Visible individually and their variants to Catalog,
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Search. 

How is the product family displayed on the product listing page? 

A. Only the simple products will display but null each nave a unique product detail page 

B. The configurable and simple products will display individually but each will have a unique product detail page 

C. Only the simple products will display but will share the same product detail-page as the configurable product 

D. The configurable and simple produces will display individually but earh will have the same product detail page 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

You are using the Magento B2B module and you are requested to change the catalog type in your 

Magento store from custom to public. 

What are the three results from the change? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Original companies are reassigned to the replacement 

B. All new catalogs are shared 

C. Only guest visitors will see this catalog 

D. The existing public shared catalog will be converted to a custom catalog 

E. This cannot be reverted back to a custom catalog 

Correct Answer: ADE 
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